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From the application direction, a demand exists for data management systems which can be searched against complex criteria in order to satisfy user queries. A standards effort (CODASYL) exists on the organization of a database and a sublanguage to manipulate it. Research proceeds on the network, hierarchical, and relational approaches to data organization.
As users become more sophisticated in what is expected of a data management system, the software to support those expectations grows in its complexity. Since the high function software deals with a low-level interface to the storage devices, programs running on the central processor tend to be the bottleneck to system throughput. The database machine (DBM) is the result of an architectural approach which raises the level of the interface from the CPU to the storage subsystem, and distributes processing power closer to the devices on which data are stored. Another impetus for the approach is due to LSI technology. LSI has reduced the cost for decentralized memory and logic. Referring to Fig. 1 , the DBM receives orders from the central processor. For example, the DBM may be asked to determine how many patients in the hospital have been treated for some disease in the last six months. On the other side of the DBM is the interface to the storage devices. In a simple approach, this could be the conventional device interface with the DBM maintaining indices in its own memory. A more sophisticated approach to the device interface is the "logic-per-track" concept where some processing power in the form of a cell is dedicated to each track. The approach performs very well on searching all tracks in parallel, because in one rotation of the data each cell can perform comparisons against a search criteria. This is a property of content-addressable storage. Not all the database need be stored in the content-addressable media if a staging capability can be employed to bring data to and from the content-addressable media.
The function performed by the DBM is some subset of data management tasks. A selection of tasks is shown in Fig.  2 . Traditionally, CPU software does all ofthese, and it is not obvious which, if not all, of the tasks should be done by the DBM. Thus, the design problem of "division of labor" is in evidence here.
We note a striking similarity of efforts in the DBM field with the efforts of the period [1946] [1947] [1948] [1949] [1950] [1951] [1952] [1953] for the field of computer organization. The highly creative first generation computer designs explored a rich variety of ways to design and organize the computer and its interfaces. Many logic and timing schemes, data and instruction set organizations were tried. It was not until the second generation that important relationships and the more -fruitful design strategies became known and accepted. Similarly, a wide variety of ideas concerning how to structure a DBM, the interfaces and tasks it is to perform, are being put forth. One important difference distinguishing the DBM field from the early computer days is the present existence of a large investment in data management software which employs the CPU in the traditional way. One problem facing the DBM architect is how to address this fact. describes DBC which is another comprehensive DBM proposal. CASSM and RAP follow a "logic-per-track" philosophy. The DBC pursues a "dynamically associated logic per track" approach where a cylinder of tracks is multiplexed to track processors. The paper on DIRECT by De Witt describes an architecture for a DBM design which incorporates a cross-point switch between the "logic" (processors) and the storage devices. All four of these efforts are being or have been prototyped to some extent, and are considered experimental. The remaining two papers present hardware solutions to specific DBM functions. The paper by Mukhopadhyay describes the logic design for a pattern matching cell and techniques for its use in an iterative network which solves the "false start" problem in character string matching. Hollaar describes the logic design ofa basic serial merging element and its use in a merge network which can merge a number of previously sorted lists.
This introduction is ended with some philosophy based upon the experience of this Guest Editor. Some ofthe DBM design projects have involved several investigators over a period of years. The result ofthis effort, when presented in its entirety in a single document is a candidate for a book or monograph. For a journal paper, any manuscript over 40 double-spaced pages oftext begins to strain the interest span of the referee. Long manuscripts are certain to suffer long delays in the referee process. First, many prospective and qualified referees turn down the opportunity out of hand. Second, referees who accept the challenge may delay their reports, because there is so much more that can be said about a long paper. Third, the referees normally ask for a major revision whose purpose is to boost the paper's "new contribution per page" ratio to a level corresponding to their view ofIEEE TRANSACTIONS quality. Portions which are not new (tutorial, background, and review) are greatly condensed. Long delays in the referee process are more severe in a special issue where some well written concise papers which deserve prompt publication move rapidly through the referee process. We suggest a solution to the problem.
The investigators in a project environment should be aware of publication stumbling blocks, and devise strategies to circumvent them. This should include provision for a series of separate concise papers, each dealing with a theme (or two related themes), and drawing upon the readers knowledge of prior publications. A large design proceeds on many conceptual levels, and single papers which bridge too many levels tend to be difficult to read. Designs also involve many decisions between alternatives. Consider for example a simple design problem with only four design choices, each choice offering as little as three alternatives. There are 81 solutions to this problem. Each solution may be new, satisfying one criteria for publication. However the majority of such solutions are uninteresting and unworthy ofpublication. Readers such as myself are not so much interested in what the result of a design decision was, but in why it came about. What were the alternatives and on what basis they were rejected? Since a referee will invariably ask the author for motivational information ("Why was this done?", "What is the justification for ... ?", etc.), authors should anticipate these questions and include the reason for a design choice along with its description.
